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Except for minor alterations or additions, the West Side Neighborhood 
appears much as it looked 80 to 90 years ago. Red sandstone sidewalks, 
stone curbing, iron yard fencing and street-tree planting have survived in 
this early suburban scene. Two-thirds of the 115 structures need only minor 
exterior repairs to return them to their original appearance. Architectural 
alterations such as the loss of a front porch or stuccoing of brick represent 
a major change on these small 19th century residences. Only 16 buildings 
have suffered such major losses. The street-tree planting in Elm and Maple 
is mature; however, extensive renewal has now become necessary. Intrusions 
such as modern roofing, storm windows and non-historic paint colors are 
common but expected in an unrestored area. Always a middle and lower income 
neighborhood, it is now an economically depressed area, and predominately 
Hispanic neighborhood which has not had resources enough to change with the 
times, thus preserving an incredible record of late 19th century middle 
income housing.

By 1890 these blocks were totally developed and included three two-story 
commercial blocks at intersections of 14th Street. The remainder was one, 
one and one-half and two-story brick residences. Typical among these houses 
is 1438 Lipan, built b e f or e u 18^ ̂ _. Und oub t ed1y built for speculation, it is 
similar to or identical to other houses in this development including the 
five-house row 1102-1118, 13th Street. It is a one story, rectangular plan 
brick house with two bays, vernacular Doric detailing, front gable with pro 
jecting eves and wood front porches. Its segmented arch labels in projecting 
brick around the windows were common to the area.

Characteristic of the influence of the East Coast in Denver is the brick 
bay-front, "townhouse" at 1331 Lipan. Here the window arches have key stones 
and an elaborate cornice and frieze worked out in brick.

The style home that had evolved by the 1890"s is clearly shown by 1405 
Lipan. A four gabled house, the front eves are gracefully splayed. A stag 
gered pattern of imbricated shingles fill the gable around a delicate window. 
Excellent brick work, red sandstone foundation, white porch, tiny grass yard 
and original iron fence complete the colorful composition.

The commercial block at 1369 Kalamath was built before 1890 and origi 
nally housed various dry goods, grocers, barbers, tailors and other small 
businesses. Most of the original store fronts remain intact including upper 
sash bordered in small square panes. An iron cornice with dentils and 
brackets and elaborate brick belt courses decorate the facade. A planting 
strip bordering Kalamath has been paved.

Nearly every building retains some or all of the applied ornament that 
made each house unique. Carved foliate scroll work and bulky turned porch 
columns were copied from the grand houses once standing in what is now the 
central business district. Ornate sash, capricious shingle siding, scroll 
brackets, turned lattice work and lace-like verge boards were the less 
oppressive "cottage style" of carpentry ornament popular throughout the 19th 
century, considered necessary by the original residents and still respected 
today. This Victorian detail adds interest to what is most significantly 
the survival of the whole scene.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The growth of this neighborhood parallels Denver's role as supplier 
and market for the mining areas which were the source of fabulous wealth 
from JjaZO-ls^^fca^tha^aQls* Hunt's Addition is among the first developments 
outside the Congressional Grant of 1860 which combined Denver City, 
Auraria City, and Highland. The streets were the first laid out in 
cardinal orientations as opposed to river oriented streets of Denver and 
Auraria and have 40 lots to the block. By 1874 one-half of the area was 
built in small brick residences. Few of these early permanent homes which 
are called "Shotgun" houses survive elsewhere in Denver. Their primitive 
floor plan of single rooms aligned directly one behind another is derived 
from log cabins which were their predecessors and contemporaries.

Within 12 years the area had become middle-class Victorian neighbor 
hood with typically self-conscious architecture and ttSIghborKoocl shops. 
Those elements of a residential area that could be borrowed from the 
growing number of mansions in town were borrowed, most notably the style 
of ornament and the street architecture. The later emphasized both the 
unity of a given street and the privacy of the individual. Intact today 
are the stone curbs, planting strip and stone sidewalks which are the public 
domain. Low walls topped with iron fences mark the beginning of a semi- 
public space which includes the front porches. It is not hard to imagine 
the formal front rooms and private family rooms that every family once 
maintained.

Such clear evidence of how many Americans once lived provides us with 
a memory by which to judge the present and serves to put the outstanding 
mansions and public buildings that occasionally are preserved into a con 
text which is more accurate historically. For Denver, it is important 
that the West Side Neighborhood be preserved as an example of its boom- 
town character as experienced by most of its early residents.

The area borders a proposed site for a HUD assisted high density 
development. Acquisition and demolition of the subject structures has 
been considered by the city of Denver to provide a "buffer zone."
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